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Abstract

The drying of sessile drops of a complex liquid can lead to various types of surface distortion and final shapes.
investigate the desiccation of drops for two different systems: colloidal particle suspensions and polymer solutions
solvent loss, the non-volatile compounds accumulate near the vapor/drop interface and, depending on the exp
conditions, they can form a permeable rigid skin (a gelled or glassy skin) displaying a buckling instability. In som
secondary instabilities also take place. Although the nature and the physicochemical properties of the two systems
different, the shape evolutions show a remarkable similarity. A good agreement is found with a description base
comparison of the characteristics times involved in the problem.To cite this article: L. Pauchard, C. Allain, C. R. Physique 4
(2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Au cours du séchage, des gouttes de liquides complexes, déposées sur un substrat, peuvent subir des déformat
conduisant à différentes morphologies finales. Nous nous intéressons ici au séchage de gouttes de deux systèmes
une suspension de particules colloïdales et une solution de polymères. Au cours de l’évaporation du solvant, les com
volatiles s’accumulent près de l’interface vapeur/goutte et, en fonction des conditions expérimentales, il peut se fo
« croûte » rigide (gélifiée ou vitreuse) qui subit une instabilité de flambement. Dans certains cas, des instabilités se
apparaissent. Bien que la nature et les propriétés physico-chimiques des deux systèmes soient différentes, les
des morphologies rencontrées présentent une similarité remarquable. Une description, basée sur la comparaison
caractéristiques intervenant dans le processus, est en bon accord avec les résultats obtenus.Pour citer cet article : L. Pauchard,
C. Allain, C. R. Physique 4 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. Tous droits réservés.

1. Introduction

The evaporation of a sessile drop is not only important in heat transfer applications but is also involved in many com
everyday phenomena, such as for instance, the ring-like spots remaining on dishes that have been left drying, or the

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: pauchard@ariane.fast.u-psud.fr (L. Pauchard).
1631-0705/03/$ – see front matter 2003 Académie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. Tous droits réservés.
doi:10.1016/S1631-0705(03)00027-6
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edges in water colour paintings. Recently, there has been a renewed interest for this phenomenon and new important a
have emerged.

Following the amount of non-volatile solutes (salts, macromolecules, colloidal particles, etc.) in the drop liquid, d
types of evolution are observed. If this amount is very small, the drop is expected to evaporate with a constant cont
whose value is determined by surface tension equilibrium. However this occurs only in the ideal case of ultra pure
and well cleaned surfaces. In general, the drop’s three-phase line is pinned due to a rapid deposition and adhesion o
volatile species on the substrate at the drop edge; the drop then evaporates with a constant surface of contact with the
This self-pinning is responsible of an outward flow toward the contact line, which is required for solvent mass conse
This outward flow convects the non-volatile solutes toward the contact line where they accumulate and deposit lead
formation of a ring [1–7]. Depending on the nature and concentration of the non-volatile species and on the properti
substrate, the contact line can move, remaining pinned at a same position during a more or less long time; succes
are then formed. In most case, the three phase line however remains pinned at its initial location during all the dry
the outward flow can transfer almost all the non-volatile species to the contact line. This segregation, which is undes
some applications, can also be a useful tool, for instance in nanotechnology including variants of lithography (fabric
nano-dot or nano-ring arrays) [8], production of nano-wires [9], or for various biological applications (formation of D
protein deposits, DNA stretching, . . .) [10,11].

When the amount of the non-volatile solutes is large (typically for volume fraction larger than 10−1), the drop three phas
line also remains pinned at its initial position but the final deposit is too voluminous to only form a ring and a cont
film with a more or less complicated shape forms [2,12–16]. This situation, which is more frequently encountered in p
applications, is complicated due to the numerous coupled phenomena that are involved. During the evaporation the d
is mainly governed by two effects: the evolution of the rheological properties on one hand and the occurrence of instab
the other. Indeed, when the solutes concentrations increase, the medium follows a ‘drying line’ across the composition
and can undergo for instance a sol-gel transition or a glass transition. In both cases the rheological properties ch
initially fluid medium transforms in a viscoelastic or brittle solid. Moreover, during the evaporation, the solute concen
are not uniform inside the drop. So the rheological properties vary from one point to another. Coupled with the con
pinning, this results in a complex drop shape evolution. In a previous work we have investigated the case of charged
suspensions [2,12,17]. The outward flow is responsible of the formation a gelled ‘foot’ near the contact line while th
of the drop remains fluid. With time the central cap radius decreases as the foot advances. A similar shape evolution

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Digitalized images in lateral views showing the evolution of a drop of silica particle suspension deposited on a glass slide (the
diameter is 4 mm); (a) just after the deposition, the drop has a spherical cap shape; (b) a gelled foot forms near the three-phase lin
central part progressively flattens; (c) the apex height has increased and reaches a maximum value; (d) at final stage, the drop has c
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observed in different colloidal systems [16,18]. If the suspension ionic strength in the charged colloidal suspension is in
the gelation time is decreased and it can be of the order of or even smaller than the drying characteristic time; very
shape evolutions are then found [13]. During the drop drying, different types of instability can also take place due to tem
gradient (the solvent evaporation cools the drop surface) or/and solute concentration gradients; the resulting Rayleig
or Bénard Marangoni instabilities then modify the shape evolution [14,19–21]. Finally, the stresses resulting of the
evaporation can lead to cracking of the drop parts that had transformed in a brittle solid [13,16–18,22,23].

In the present paper, we report on a new type of instability which occurs when the physicochemical conditions are
a rigid ‘skin’ forms at the drop surface. Indeed, as this ‘skin’ behaves like an elastic shell which does not however imp
evaporation, a buckling instability may take place: the shell bends under the decrease of the volume that it encloses
surface remains constant. A typical example of an unstable evolution is given in Fig. 1. Just after deposition (Fig. 1
drop has a spherical cap shape; during a first stage (Fig. 1(b)), the evaporation leads to the formation of a gelled foo
contact line while the central part, which is fluid, progressively flattens. Instead of a continuous evolution, at a given
apex height stops decreasing, increases and reaches a maximum value that can be larger than its initial value (Fig. 1
end of the evaporation (Fig. 1(d)) the drop is collapsed.

We have investigated the occurrence of this shape instability in two different systems: silica colloidal suspensi
solutions of a polymer (dextran) which is glassy at room temperature. In spite of their differences in nature and physico
properties, we observe the same type of shape instability for the two systems. The characteristic time when the dro
begins to distort has been measured as a function of the physicochemical conditions (ionic strength, polymer concentr, . . .)

and it has been compared with the other characteristic times involved: the drying time, the gelation time and the time
skin formation. In some cases secondary instabilities take place which break or not the axisymetry of the drop.

2. Experimental

The first system is suspensions made of thin silica particles (15± 2 nm in diameter) in water. The particle volume fracti
was kept constant,Φp = 0.20, and the ionic strength,Is, was adjusted between 0.04 mol/L and 0.6 mol/L. The pH of the
suspensions is basic (about 9). So the particles surface bears a high negative charge and DLVO (Derjaguin–Landa
Overbeck) theory applies: the colloidal interaction between the particles strongly depends on the ionic strength. For
value of Is the suspension is stable for several months while at large value ofIs the particles aggregate and a colloidal g
forms. Rheological measurements were performed to determine the gelation time,tG, i.e., the time elapsed between the sam
preparation and the gelation transition which corresponds to the divergence of the viscosity and the appearance of
behaviour (see Fig. 2(a)). The gelation time strongly depends on the ionic strength: the larger the ionic strength is, th
tG is. Typically we findtG = 5 × 103 s for Is = 0.20 mol/L and tG = 103 s for Is = 0.40 mol/L. Practically, the samples ar
prepared from a same stock suspension (Φp = 0.24, Is = 0.04 mol/L) by adding the volume of a NaCl solution necessary

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Rheological characterizations: (a) Viscosity versus time of colloidal suspensions for different ionic strengths;Is = 0.30 mol/L (�);
Is = 0.24 mol/L (×); Is = 0.20 mol/L (�); Is = 0.17 mol/L (•). Note that for the low shear rates used (lower than 10−1 s−1) the results do
not depend on the imposed shear rate. (b) Viscosity of dextran solutions versus concentration. The grey lines only guide eyes. Me
were done with an imposed shear rate rheometer (Contraves LS30).
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obtain a suspension of volume fractionΦp = 0.20 and having the wanted ionic strengthIs. In desiccation experiments, the dro
is deposited on the substrate as soon the suspension have been prepared; so drying and gelation begin simultaneous

The second system is concentrated solutions of dextran, a non-ionic hydrosoluble polysaccharide (Sigma Aldrich C
Company). The average molecular weight is 77 000 g/mol (about 200 monomers). The solutions were prepared by disso
the polymer in pure water (Milli-Ro). Viscosity measurements were performed as a function of the polymer concentraωp
(Fig. 2(b)). At low ωp values, the viscosity increases very slowly and the intrinsic viscosity, evaluated to[η] ∼= 27 g/g, is in
agreement with that expected [24]. Above the overlap threshold,ω∗

p
∼= 0.03 g/g, as usual in polymer solutions the viscos

increases significantly. The polymer concentration of the solutions used in the desiccation experiments is always largeω∗
p

so the polymer chains are entangled (semi-dilute regime). On another hand, pure dextran polymer (in the absence o
exhibits a glass transition at a temperature of the order of 220◦C (determined by DSC). The glass transition temperatur
a polymer solution is lower than the pure polymer one and decreases as polymer concentrationωp decreases [25]. Thus, at
given temperature,Texp, the solution has a glass transition temperature smaller thanTexp when the polymer concentration
small and a glass transition temperature larger thanTexp when the polymer concentration is large. So, it exists a concentr
ωpg such kind of solutions are fluid whenωp < ωpg and glassy whenωp > ωpg. During solvent evaporation, as the polym
concentration increases, the solution initially fluid becomes glassy.

The geometry used for desiccation consists in drops deposited on a horizontal plate. The substrate is a glass m
slide (Menzel–Gläser) carefully cleaned with pure water then ethanol before being dried in a heat chamber at 100◦C. The
preparation, in particular the time spent at high temperature, has a large influence on the contact angle; that enables
The substrate is cooled down at room temperature at least 15 minutes before to be put on a support having fine m
by controlled displacements in the three directions of space; this device enables a precise settling and a good cente
drop with regards to the two cameras that allows accurate observations both in side and top views. The analysis o
profile recorded after drop deposition enables to determine the initial geometrical characteristics of the drop (R0 the radius of
the contact base,θ0 the contact angle andH0 the apex height). After having verified the drop axisymetry from the top v
the drop volume,V , and the surface area,S, at different times are calculated from the drop profile. Spatio-temporal diag
are also constructed to obtain the apex height variations as a function of time. The set-up is placed inside a glove box
the room temperature is fixed at 20◦C and the relative humidity, RH, is maintained at a constant value varying in the
from 20% to 80%.

To characterize the drying kinetics we introduce the time,tD, which describes the rate of volume variations:t−1
D =

−1/V0(∂V /∂t)t=0. Practically,tD is calculated from the linear variation ofV versust . Time tD gives an order of magnitude o
the time needed to dry the drop and thus it depends on the relative humidity and on the drop size and contact angle.

3. Results

3.1. Drop shape characterization

The unstable evolution shown in Fig. 1 can be characterized by the superposition of the profiles recorded at differ
during desiccation. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) display respectively the evolution of a drop of silica suspension and that o
of dextran solution under the same conditions of temperature, relative humidity and initial contact angle (T of the order of
20◦C; RH of the order of 50%;θ0 of the order of 30◦). Although the systems are quite different the drop shape evolu
are remarkably similar except at large time (t > 900 s). In the case of a silica suspension drop the apex height increase
reaching a maximum value and then a collapse of the drop rapidly takes place. For a dextran solution drop the same
is observed but no collapse occurs at large time.

To characterize the beginning of the instability we have investigated the variations of the apex height:(H − H0)/H0 as a
function of dimensionless timet/tD is reported in Fig. 4 for several drops of colloidal particles suspensions of ionic stren
the range [0.04–0.60 mol/L] and polymer solutions of concentrations in the range [0.20–0.40 g/g]. In the cases of the particle
suspension at small ionic strength (Is = 0.04 mol/L) and of the polymer solution at low concentration (ωp = 0.20 g/g) a regular
decrease of the apex height occurs until final stage. This decrease is identical for both systems and is analogous to
a pure water drop whose three phase line is pinned. The lateral views of these drops do not display any distortions.
ionic strengths or polymer concentrations, the first stages of (H −H0)/H0 variations are equivalent: after a continuous decre
(H − H0)/H0 stops decreasing at a certain time (defined astB in the following) and then steeply increases until a maxim
value that possibly reaches a value larger than 1: at this time lateral views display strong distortions of the drop pro
the formation of a ‘Mexican hat’ shape (tB = 250 s in the case of Fig. 3(a) and 700 s in Fig. 3(b)). In a final stage, wh
the apex height of polymer solution drops slowly decreases with time, a rapid collapse occurs for drops of colloidal
suspensions. The spatio-temporal diagrams (Fig. 4) also show that the relative quantity of water lost by the drop at the
time, i.e.,tB/tD increases when the polymer concentration is lower or the ionic strength is lower.
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Fig. 3. Dimensionless profiles of drops recorded and superposed at different times: (a) silica particles suspension atΦp = 0.20 and
Is = 0.40 mol/L; (b) dextran solution atωp = 0.40 g/g.

Fig. 4. Dimensionless apex height,(H − H0)/H0 (H0 being the drop apex height att = 0) versus dimensionless time,t/tD. While the less
concentrated dextran solution,ωp = 0.20 g/g (respectivelyIs = 0.04 mol/L for the colloidal suspension) displays a continuous flattening,
concentrated solutions,ωp = 0.25,0.30,0.35 and 0.40 g/g (Is = 0.21,0.29 and 0.40 mol/L, respectively, for the colloidal suspension) show
shape instability.

During the first regular decrease of (H − H0)/H0, the drop shape is not strongly modified and the volume and the su
area calculated from the profile measurements decrease linearly with time. After timetB, i.e., when the apex height evolutio
differs from the regular variation the profiles distort and the surface area remains constant while the volume keeps d
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but in a slower way. For the two studied systems we have observed that a rigid skin had then formed at the drop su
use a simple test that consists in trying to suck up the drop using a micropipette). In the case of colloidal particles sus
the skin is formed by a colloidal gel. Under desiccation, the solvent flows through this skin that behaves as a porous
allowing water transport. So the volume included inside the skin decreases while its area remains constant. In th
polymer solutions, the rigid skin is a glassy skin. Indeed, due to the increase of the polymer concentration, the dro
becomes glassy whenωp reachesωpg. Once formed, evaporation still continues by solvent diffusion through the glassy po
skin. So in both cases a rigid skin forms which behaves as an elastic shell but which does not impede evaporation; und
loss, the enclosed volume decreases leading to a buckling instability.

In both systems the instability occurrence and its beginning time depend on several physical parameters:

– geometrical parameters: radius of the contact base of the drop,R0, and contact angle,θ0, of the drop deposited on th
substrate;

– parameters related to the desiccation process: relative humidity, RH, in air surrounding the drop governing th
solvent into air;

– physicochemical properties of system: polymer concentration,ωp, or ionic strength,Is, for charged colloidal suspension

3.2. Instability criterion

To interpret these results and to model the conditions for instability occurrence, we compare the different characteris
involved. First let us derive the expressions of the drying time,tD. Under our experimental conditions (absence of convec
in the vapour) the transfer of water in air is limited by diffusion. In this way, the evaporation rate writes as [12,17]:

WE0 =
(

Dw
nwsat

nl

)
A(θ0)

(1− RH)

R0
, (1)

whereDw is the diffusion coefficient of water into air,nwsat is the water concentration in air at equilibrium with the dr
fluid (practicallynwsat is almost the same as for pure water),n1 the number of water mole per unit volume in liquid water a
A(θ0) a numerical factor related to the shape of the isoconcentration curves of water in air(A(θ0) varies only slightly withθ0,

typically from 1.3 to 1 whenθ0 increases from 20 to 90◦). Time tD is expressed as:

tD = 1

WE0

V0

S0
. (2)

At constantθ0 and RH,tD increases withR0 following a power law with an exponent 2 in good agreement with prev
experiments [12,17,26]. Note also that at constantR0, Eq. (2) predicts thattD increases whenθ0 or RH increases. Usin
tabulated values of the different quantities we can calculatetD/R2

0 as a function of polymer concentration and ionic streng
A good agreement is found with our experimental results (see Fig. 5).

Let us now first consider the case of the polymer solutions and derive the expression oftS, the time corresponding to th
formation of a glassy skin, i.e., when the polymer volume fraction at the drop surface,ϕps, becomes equal to the glass transit
polymer volume fraction. Setting that attS, ϕps equalsϕpg and assuming that the evaporation rate is constant and determ
by water diffusion in air, we find:

tS = Dm(ϕpg− ϕp)2

W2
E0

∝ (ϕpg − ϕp)
2

(1− RH)2
R2

0, (3)

whereDm is the polymer/solvent mutual diffusion coefficient. TimetS will increase when the evaporation rate decreases,
whenR0 or RH increases. In the same way as fortD, the dependence oftS onR0 is given by a power law with an exponent 2
good agreement with previous results [26]. Using classical values for the involved parameters, thetS/R2

0 variation is plotted as

a function of the polymer concentration,ωp, in Fig. 5(a). Moreover experimental measurements,tB/R2
0, determined from the

spatio-temporal diagrams (Fig. 4) are plotted in Fig. 5(a). ComparingtS/R2
0 andtB/R2

0 shows a good accordance between
two values; thus in the following we can assume that the buckling instability occurs as soon as the rigid skin forms at
surface that istB ≡ tS. Comparing the two characteristic times,tS andtD, allows the determination of the condition for bucklin
instability occurrence. Indeed, iftD < tS, the drop is dried before a glassy skin forms. Under this condition, experiments
that the drop progressively flattens under solvent evaporation, the height of the apex decreasing regularly (caseωp = 0.20 g/g
in Fig. 4). In the final state, a flat ‘pancake’ is observed with, for the lowest concentrations, a depressed zone in its
tD > tS, buckling instability takes place during drying. Thus the limit of the stability domain is set bytS = tD. This condition is
in agreement with the experimental result (see Fig. 5(a)).

Let us now consider the case of silica particles suspensions. The evaluation of the time when a gelled skin
complicated since gelation kinetics strongly depends both on particle volume fraction and on the ionic strength an
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Fig. 5. Buckling instability characterizations: (a) Variations as a function of the polymer concentration, oftD/R2
0 (�: experimental

measurements; grey line: model), oftB/R2
0 (•: experimental measurements) and oftS/R2

0 (dark line: theory) for sessile drops of dextra

solutions; contact angle is 45± 3◦. (b) Variations oftB/R2
0, tD/R2

0 andtG/R2
0 as a function of the ionic strength,Is, for sessile drops of silica

suspensions. The continue line comes from the model; the dashed lines only guide eyes; contact angles are 28± 2◦ .

simple evaluation of the local concentrations is not sufficient. In the following we simply compare the gelation time
whole drop to the drying and buckling characteristic times. On one hand, iftG/tD < 1 the drop becomes gelled in its bu
before the end of drying (note that during a large part of the drying the interior of the drop keeps the same compositi
deposited suspension). For a buckling instability to occur, the interior of the drop has to be still liquid when the gel
forms at the drop surface. This will be satisfied only iftG/tD is not too small. Indeed iftG/tD is very small the interior of
the drop gels before the accumulation of the particles and of the ionic species has had time to lead to a gelled skin (tG is then
smaller thantB, see Fig. 5(b)). On the other hand, iftG/tD > 1 the drop is completely dried before the suspension has ge
However, if tG/tD is not very large, the shortening of the gelation kinetics due to the accumulation of the particles and
ionic species near the air/drop interface can be sufficient to lead to a gelled skin formation before the end of drying (tD is then
larger thantB, see Fig. 5(b)); a buckling instability then takes place. On the contrary, iftD is then smaller thantB, as previously
reported [2,12,17] particles and ionic species then accumulate near the three-phase line leading to the formation o
‘foot’ whereas the central part of the drop remains fluid. The comparison of the different characteristic times allows the
of our experimental results. The buckling instability only takes place when a gelled skin forms before the interior of t
has completely dried or gelled, i.e.,tB smaller thantD or tG.

3.3. Secondary instability

Desiccation of a sessile drop when a gelled or glassy skin forms at its surface can also lead to secondary buckling in
displaying the different modes of deformation of an elastic shell. Observations have been done varying the geo
parameters (contact base radius and contact angle) and the skin thickness which depends on the evaporation ra
controlled by the relative humidity. Depending on the experimental conditions, various patterns are observed. In the
a silica suspension drop, after the buckling instability described previously, we observe a collapse with an inversio
curvature of the shell at its center. So, as shown on the top view reported in Fig. 6(a), a cascade of buckling which
break the drop axisymmetry takes place. The picture in Fig. 6(a) corresponds to the final stage when the drop is co
gelled. Note that, in lateral views, the trough formed at the drop center is not visible; it appears as a zone of constan
the profile (see Figs. 1 and 3).

In the case of dextran solutions, different behaviors are observed. We first consider the case of a drop with a usu
angle (typicallyθ0 = 30◦) but dried under a low relative humidity (RH= 30%). After the increase of the apex height, a break
of the drop axisymmetry takes place leading to the formation of radial wrinkles as shown by the final top view in Fig. 6(
wrinkles number increases as the drop size, i.e.,R0, increases. We now consider the case of drops having a large contact
(typically θ0 = 70◦: such contact angles can be obtained using polyethylene substrates). The curvature at the apex is th
than in the usual case (which corresponds to Fig. 3(b)). If the relative humidity is large (RH= 50%), the primary instability
consists in an inversion of curvature at the center of the drop which leads to the formation of a circular fold (see Fi
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Fig. 6. Images of drops in top view: (a) Drop of silica suspension (Is = 0.21 mol/L) after its collapse. (b) Drop of dextran solutio
(ωp = 0.40 g/g) dried at RH= 30%: radial wrinkles can be observed. (c) Drop of dextran solution (ωp = 0.40 g/g) having an initial contac
angle equal to 70◦: image was taken after the inversion of curvature of the drop central part leading to the formation of a trough. (d)
dextran solution (ωp = 0.40 g/g) having an initial contact angle equal to 70◦ and dried at RH= 30%.

However, if the relative humidity is low (RH= 30%) as in Fig. 6(b), a more complex pattern progressively forms involvi
cascade of buckling. The final state is shown in Fig. 6(d). Here also the drop axisymmetry is broken.

4. Conclusion

Desiccation of sessile drops of complex fluids can display large shape distortions. We studied such instabilities co
two different physico-chemical systems: colloidal particles suspensions and solutions of a polymer which become
for a sufficiently large polymer concentration. The shape evolution of the drops was found remarkably similar for
systems. Experimental characterizations of the instability were done; in particular the time when the shape distortio
has been measured as a function of the physicochemical conditions. The comparison of this time with the other cha
times involved (drying time, gelation time, time of glassy skin formation) allows to show that the observed phenome
buckling instability due to the formation of a permeable solid skin (gelled or glassy) at the drop surface which bend
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instable
odes of
solvent evaporation. Moreover the comparison of the different times also allows to predict the conditions for a stable or
shape evolution of the drop. Finally varying the experimental conditions secondary instabilities displaying different m
deformation of an elastic shell have been observed.
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